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The Role of Clarity and Blur in Guiding Visual Attention in Photographs

James T. Enns and Sarah C. MacDonald
University of British Columbia

Visual artists and photographers believe that a viewer’s gaze can be guided by selective use of image
clarity and blur, but there is little systematic research. In this study, participants performed several
eye-tracking tasks with the same naturalistic photographs, including recognition memory for the entire
photo, as well as recognition memory and personality ratings for individual people in the photos
(Experiments 1–3). The results showed that fixations occurred more rapidly and frequently to a local
region of clarity than to a comparable blurred region in all tasks, independent of the content of the photo
in the local region, and even under instructions to look equally at both regions. However, this bias was
reversed when the content of the photos was no longer task-relevant. In Experiment 4, participants
located target regions defined by either clarity or blur. Fixations and manual responses were faster for
blurred than for sharp targets. These findings imply that the saliency of both image clarity and image blur
depends on viewers’ goals. Focusing on photo content prioritizes regions of clarity whereas focusing on
photo quality prioritizes attention to regions of blur.
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Artists, advertisers, and photographers believe that a viewer’s
gaze can be guided by the selective use of image clarity and blur.
For example, when viewing the photo in Figure 1A, introspection
suggests that one’s gaze and attention spends more time with the
person on the left than the one on the right. In Figure 1B, these
roles are reversed by switching the relative clarity and blur of the
two faces.

We conducted the present study because we could find little
systematic research on this topic. There are significant research
efforts on image blur and the perception of depth (Held, Cooper,
O’Brien, & Banks, 2010; Mather & Smith, 2002), on psychophys-
ical sensitivity to image blur in simple edges (Campbell, Wes-
theimer, & Robson, 1958; Watson & Ahumada, 2011; Wang &
Ciuffreda, 2005), on adaption to image blur (Sawides, de Gracia,
Dorronsoro, Webster, & Marcos, 2011; Webster, Georgeson, &
Webster, 2002), and on image blur and eye strain (Kooi & Toet,
2004), but there is little on image clarity and eye gaze or attention.
The belief of artists and advertisers is supported by numerous
how-to books and Web sites, but little science.

We also looked for guidance from research on image saliency
and picture perception (Itti, 2007; Itti & Koch, 2000; Itti, Koch, &

Niebur, 1998). As we describe in the results of Experiment 1, we
tried to apply this theoretical framework to the present study, by
subjecting our photographic materials to Walther and Koch’s
(2006) saliency toolbox, which is an implementation of the Itti and
Koch’s (2000) model of visual saliency. However, as currently
implemented, the model is not influenced by the levels of clarity
and blur that were studied here. We return to the implications of
this result in the general discussion.

The relevant research we could find was in the applied literature
on human-computer interaction. Kosara, Miksch, and Hauser
(2001) were interested in whether image clarity can be a tool to
help users focus on relevant information. As grounding for this
effort, Kosara et al. (2002) studied participants searching for
sharp-edged ellipses among blurred ellipses and found that blur
behaved like other basic visual features, such as color and orien-
tation. But these authors also reported an interesting asymmetry in
performance: sensitivity to blur (deviation from clarity) was con-
siderably greater than sensitivity to clarity (deviation from blur).
This suggests that peripheral vision might be hypersensitive to
blur, using it to guide fixation during picture viewing. In contrast
to these findings, Veas, Mendez, Feiner, and Schmalsteig (2011)
reported that selected regions of image clarity (not blur) could be
used to guide viewers’ gaze incidentally, and that this could occur
even when the difference between sharp and blurred regions was
below a subjective threshold of awareness.

Although this applied research contains important hints, it
does not present a coherent picture on the relation between
image clarity and gaze. In our reading, two important dimen-
sions stand out for further research. The first is whether gaze is
directed explicitly to photo quality, as when viewers try to
detect regions of clarity or blur (Kosara et al., 2002), or whether
attention is on the semantic content of the photo, and gaze is
guided implicitly by clarity and blur (Veas, Mendez, Feiner, &
Schmalsteig, 2011). A second dimension concerns whether the
image manipulation is one of increased clarity relative to the
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background (Veas et al., 2011), or whether it concerns de-
creased clarity or blur (Kosara et al., 2002).

The goal of the present study was to disentangle these two
dimensions in the relationship between image clarity and gaze. To
do so, we compared the influence of image clarity in viewing tasks
where a photo’s semantic content was task relevant and image
quality was task irrelevant (Experiments 1–3), with another task in
which photo content was task irrelevant and image quality was
task relevant (Experiment 4).

Experiment 1: A Bias Toward Clarity When Viewing
a Photo’s Content

Participants were first asked to study several series of 12 pic-
tures each, with the purpose of later performing a new�old rec-
ognition test on each series. In the instructions, participants were
not told of manipulations of clarity and blur that were implemented
on either side of the photos. Participants were only told that these
photos were taken from social media sites and some of the pictures
would seem to be of better quality than others. The participant’s
task was to try to remember them for a subsequent test of picture
memory.

As illustrated in Figure 2, each photo was manipulated such that
it contained a target region on the left or right side. This target
region was either sharper or blurrier than the background and it
differed in one of three steps, a dimension we refer to as clarity

contrast. If participants’ gaze was influenced by these target re-
gions, it did not derive from any formal instruction to inspect them.
To test how aware participants were of these regions, we asked
each one at the end of this experiment to tell us what they thought
the experiment was about. Only one participant indicated that the
photos had been altered for the purposes of the experiment. Yet,
even this participant was unaware that every photo had a specific
target region on either the right or left side.

Method

Participants. Twenty-four volunteers (16 females, mean age:
20.08 years) at the University of British Columbia participated in
a half hour session for course credit or payment. All reported
normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

Displays and apparatus. The photos were displayed with a
resolution of 1024 � 768 pixels on a 22-in NEC MultiSync
FP1370 monitor with a refresh rate of 150Hz. Each picture there-
fore subtended approximately 27 � 21 degrees of visual angle
when viewed from 70 cm. The images themselves were personal
photographs owned by the experimenters and other lab members,
consisting of family and vacation pictures typical to those dis-
played on many social media sites. There were 72 pictures in all.
A random 36 of these photos were selected for the image clarity
manipulations and therefore for display in the study phase of the
experiment. The other 36 were set aside for use as foil pictures in
the recognition test phase of the task.

For each picture in the study phase, a target region was defined
as illustrated in Figure 2 and implemented using Photoshop. Units
of blur refer to the size of the image neighborhood that is taken
into account when convolving an original image with a Gaussian
function (Gx,y), taking as its two parameters, standard deviation
measures in the horizontal (x) and vertical (y) directions. A circular
target region 5.25 degrees of visual angle in diameter (178 pixels),
centered 7.3 degrees (256 pixels) from the center, was placed on
either the left or the right side, differing from the rest of the picture
in its clarity (clear or blurred), and varying from the background in
one of three different clarity contrast levels (1, 2, 3 pixel units of
Gaussian blur). These units, although defined in pixels for use in
Photoshop, corresponded to .029, .057, and .086 degrees of visual
angle, as seen by the participants.

The edges of the target region were then smoothed into the
background of the picture, so as to prevent any sharp edges of
transition, using the Photoshop feather tool. Thus, a sharp target
region was in the native resolution of the photo, with the remainder
of the photo rendered at either 1, 2, or 3 units of blur. Blurred
target regions were the opposite, with the target region at either 1,
2, or 3 units of blur and the background in native resolution.

Procedure. Participants were seated with their heads on a
chinrest 70 cm away from the display screen. An SR Research
Eyelink 1000 tracked participant eye movements at 1000Hz. The
sessions began with the administration of a standard nine-point eye
tracker calibration. The experimenter then gave instructions for the
study phase of the task verbally in addition to these on-screen
instructions, “Welcome to this study, you will see a total of 12
pictures, each for a 5-second period. Following this, you will be
given a test of picture memory. Please view each picture carefully,
so you can pass this test.”

Figure 1. A typical photo on a social media site in which (A) the face on
the left has been selectively sharpened, and (B) the face on the right has
been selectively sharpened. Photos are the personal property of the authors.
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Participants were tested on three different sets of 12 study
pictures, never seeing a picture more than once. The presenta-
tion of each photo was preceded by a central black fixation
cross on a gray screen for 500 ms, which was a cue for the
participant to return their gaze to the center of the screen in
anticipation of the next photo. Within each set of 12 pictures,
target regions appeared equally often on the right and left, were
equally either sharp or blurred, and the clarity contrast with the
background was equally often 1, 2, or 3 units. Immediately
following each presentation of these 12 photos in a random
order, the participant was told they would be tested with the 12
original photos mixed with 12 new photos. In this test phase,
their task was to indicate whether the photo was old (seen
previously) or new (novel) by pressing one of two computer
keys (z or /). No feedback was given to participants indicating
their accuracy. The eye tracker remained on during this phase,
the photo remained on view until a response was made, and the

photos were again separated by a 500 ms fixation cross at
the center of the screen. In the test phase of the task, all photos
were presented without any target region manipulations, so that
these image features could not be used to help discriminate the
old from the new photos. This cycle of first studying 12 study
photos, followed by a memory test involving 24 photos, was
repeated three times for each participant, with a different set of
photos selected from the entire set for each participant.

Gaze and performance measures. The dependent variables
analyzed in this experiment consisted of three measures of gaze
during the study phase and memory task accuracy during the test
phase. The gaze measures focused on fixations (latency, fre-
quency, duration) made to the target regions manipulated in each
of the images. A fixation was defined as the period of stable gaze
between saccades. Saccades were defined as a spatial drift greater
than 0.5 deg, with a velocity of at least 30 deg/s, and accompanied
by acceleration of at least 8,000 deg/s2.

Figure 2. (A). Illustration of the viewing dimensions of the photos and the location of the manipulated target
regions on the right side. (B) Examples of the photos used in Experiment 1. Photos are the personal property of
the authors.
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Results

Gaze measures. Figure 3 shows the consequences of manip-
ulating the clarity (sharp, blur) and level of clarity contrast (1, 2,
3 pixel units of Gaussian blur) on gaze. These results show that
participants’ fixations were attracted more rapidly (Figure 3A),
returned to more often (Figure 3B), and held for a longer period
(Figure 3C) by target regions that were selectively sharp rather
than blurred. On average, although participants made about five
fixations before fixating on the sharp target region, it took them

more than eight fixations to fixate the same target regions when
they were blurred. These conclusions were supported by the fol-
lowing statistical analyses.

The latency of the first fixation to the target region (Figure 3A)
was shorter when the target region was sharp than when it was
blurred, F(1, 23) � 36.58, p � .001, MSE � 140,662, and first
fixation latency became shorter as clarity contrast increased, F(2,
46) � 7.48, p � .01, MSE � 281,458. The interaction was not
significant, F(2, 46) � 1.85, p � .16, MSE � 304,186. The
number of discrete fixations made to each target region (Figure
3B) during the 5-s viewing period was also significantly greater for
sharp targets than for blurred targets, F(1, 23) � 42.56, p � .001,
MSE � 2.11, and whereas this influence increased with clarity
contrast for sharp targets, F(2, 46) � 27.12, p � .001, MSE �
1.09, it remained constant at a low level for blurred targets, F(2,
46) � 1.0, MSE � .507; overall interaction F(2, 46) � 15.24, p �
.001, MSE � .938. Finally, the average duration of the fixations
made to the target regions (Figure 3C) was longer for sharp than
for blurred targets, F(1, 23) � 45.42, p � .001, MSE � 1,742, and
fixation duration increased as clarity contrast was increased, F(2,
46) � 12.56, p � .001, MSE � 3,208. There was no interaction,
F(2, 46) � 2.01, p � .13, MSE � 3,706.

Memory accuracy. To check whether participants were per-
forming the task as instructed, we examined response accuracy in
the test phase. Accuracy was generally very high, averaging over
97% correct. Thus, we can be confident that the gaze patterns in
the study phase were effective for being able to distinguish the
study photos from foils in the study phase.

Clarity and interest. We also examined the relation between
the semantic content of the target regions and the clarity manipu-
lations. To assess whether content of the target regions influenced
gaze, two raters independently scored the two targets in each photo
for whether they held information that was “focally central” or
merely of “background interest.” These ratings were highly cor-
related, r(70) � .70, p � .001, and were used to divide the 72
regions of interest into two equal groups. An ANOVA then ex-
amined the gaze measures as a function of interest (low, high),
clarity (sharp, blur), and clarity contrast (1, 2, 3). The results
showed that interest had a strong influence on gaze. The mean first
fixation latency was shorter to a target region of high interest than
to one of low interest by more than 850 ms, F(1, 23), 47.40, p �
.001, MSE � 213,153. The number of repeat fixations was also
larger for high interest over low interest regions by a mean of 1.41
fixations, F(1, 23), 76.81, p � .001, MSE � .603. Against this
backdrop, the important finding was that selectively sharp regions
attracted more looks than the same regions when they were
blurred, for both levels of interest. First fixation latency was on
average 695 ms shorter for sharp than for blurred regions that were
low in interest (p � .001) and 290 ms shorter when they were high
in interest (p � .04), with a significant interaction, F(1, 23) �
4.78, p � .04, MSE � 207,399.

The number of fixations made to a region was also greater by
about 1.7 for sharp than for blurred regions, F(1, 23) � 45.63, p �
.001, MSE � 1.438, regardless of level of interest, F(1, 23) � 1.0,
MSE � .243. These analyses confirmed that first fixation latency
and fixation frequency were strongly influenced by interest, and
that the clarity bias on gaze held for semantic content that was both
low and high in its level of interest to participants.

Figure 3. Gaze measures in Experiment 1, illustrating the influence of the
clarity of the target and clarity contrast on (A) mean latency of first fixation
to the target region (in milliseconds), (B) the frequency of discrete fixations
made to each target region during the 5-sec viewing period, and (C) the
average duration of fixations made to target regions. Error bars are plus/
minus one standard error of the mean.
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Effects of image clarity and blur on image salience?
Walther and Koch’s (2006) saliency toolbox simulates overt and
covert attention with a winner-take-all network (Itti & Koch,
2000), predicting that people will move their attention first to the
most salient point in the image, then to the next most salient point,
and so on. To see whether this model would predict gaze patterns
in Experiment 1A, we conducted the following analyses of the first
10 salient locations predicted by this model for the 36 photos used
in the study phase. This software is freely available at
http://www.saliencytoolbox.net/.

We began by examining the probability that the salient regions
predicted by the model fell into the target regions of our photos.
An ANOVA examined the x, y locations of these salient regions as
a function of target (blur, sharp), clarity contrast, (1, 2, 3), side
(left, right), and fixation order (first, second, etc., to tenth). Photos
(n � 36) were treated as a random variable in this analysis
(analogous to subjects in a typical analysis of behavioral data).
Salient regions as predicted by the model fell into the two target
regions only 4.2% of the time and this low frequency of occurrence
was not influenced by target, clarity contrast, side, or order (all F
values � 1.8).

A second analysis examined the euclidean distance between the
x, y locations of the salient regions and the target regions of the
photos, in order to determine whether the salient regions were
influenced by the target manipulations even though they may not
overlap in space. This ANOVA, involving the same factors as the
previous analysis, also revealed no influence of target, clarity
contrast, or order (all F values � 1.0). There was, however, a main
effect of side, F(1, 359) � 18.64, MSE � 102,113, indicating that
salient regions were more likely to fall on the left than on the right
side of our photos, a mean distance of 42 pixels closer to the left
than to the right target region.

Several analyses involving these same factors (target, clarity
contrast, order) then examined whether the salient regions were
influenced by whether our manipulated target regions were on the
left or the right of each photo. A simple binary measure of
agreement between each of the salient regions (0 � predicted
salient region differs, 1 � predicted salient region has same x, y
location) indicated that more than 98% of all salient regions were
the same, regardless of whether the target region was on the left or
the right of a given photo. There was a small tendency for agree-
ment to fall off as clarity contrast increased (from 99% to 97%,
F(2, 70) � 6.28, p � .01, MSE � .162, and for agreement to be
higher for blur than for sharp targets (from 99% to 97%, F(1, 35) �
10.42, p � .01, MSE � .128. Thus, our target manipulations had
almost no influence on which locations in the photos were predicted
to be salient.

A more detailed analysis of subtle differences in the predicted
temporal ordering of the 10 common salient regions in left and
right-target photos indicated that clarity contrast played a signifi-
cant role. A measure indicating the number of salient regions that
were reordered when the target shifted from the left to the right
indicated that the overall average was less than 1/10 reorderings
per photo. However, the ANOVA indicated significantly more
switches for clarity contrast level 3 (M � 1.18) than for level 2
(M � .63) or level 1 (M � .26), F(2, 70) � 25.44, p � .001,
MSE � .601. Whether the target was sharp or blurred had no
additional effect, F(1, 35) � 1.0, MSE � .767.

All of these analyses converge on the same point: the dominant
image-based model of visual saliency in the literature (Walther &
Koch, 2006) is affected very little by the manipulations of target
clarity and blur that were made in this study. As such, the saliency
model offers no help in explaining why the eyes of our participants
were rapidly drawn to and held much more strongly by sharp target
regions than by blurred ones, because whether the target was sharp
or clear had no discernible effect on any of the saliency model
analyses.

Discussion

These eye tracking data, in the context of a picture memory task,
confirm what artists and photographers believe. The eyes of a
viewer are drawn more strongly to regions of an image in sharp
detail than to equivalent regions that are blurred. Yet, there are
several features of the present demonstration that make it unique
from what visual artists and practitioners do in this regard.

First, this study demonstrated that gaze is attracted to regions of
clarity in images seen for the very first time. Recall that one feature
of our experimental design was that each participant saw each
photo only one time during the study phase of the test, making
each picture truly unique for him or her. Across the participants,
each photo appeared equally often and was as likely to be selec-
tively sharpened as blurred in any of the two possible target
regions. Our results, therefore, apply to the first viewing of each
image, demonstrating the influence of selective clarity on even the
initial acquisition of information in an image.

Second, the manipulations of clarity and blur were applied
randomly to photos, without regard to the semantic content of the
images. That is, in comparison to a visual artist who may use
selective clarity to emphasize a feature of the image that is already
the focus of the work, because of its meaning to the viewer, the
overall layout of the elements in the image, or because of the
lighting in the scene, our manipulations of image clarity were
made without any regard for these considerations. Equally impor-
tant to note, in our manipulations of clarity, each target region
acted as its own experimental control. That is, in each condition of
the experiment, the same image regions were either selectively
sharpened (by blurring the background) or blurred (by blurring
only the target). Thus, the differences in gaze we documented were
perfectly controlled for with respect to all other features in an
image, including picture content, meaning, layout, and scene light-
ing.

Experiment 2: The Clarity Bias is Robust When
Attending to a Photo’s Content

In this experiment we tested whether gaze is biased to sharp
regions of a photo, using two different tasks in which participants
were asked to remember or make judgments of people depicted in
photos. If the bias held under these conditions, where the goal of
the participants was to attend equally to each of two people in a
photo, it would imply that the bias was an even more strongly
involuntary than implicated in Experiment 1, where the viewing
task was less constrained by instructions.

A second difference was that instead of having the target regions
positioned randomly with regard to the content of the photos, in
Experiment 2 they were always placed on one of two people’s
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faces, as illustrated in Figure 1. The photos were all posed pictures
of two people, taken from publicly accessible Web sites.

Method

Thirty volunteers (21 females, mean age: 21.43 years) from the
same population as Experiment 1 participated. The photos were
taken by a photographer who approached individuals and asked
them to pose for a picture that would be placed on a publicly
accessible website. Photos were displayed with a resolution of
640 � 427 pixels. When viewed from 70 cm, each photo subten-
ded 17.9 � 12.1 degrees of visual angle (size on screen � 22.58
cm � 15.06 cm). A total of 24 photos were used in the memory
task (with an additional 24 used in the test phase) and a different
24 photos were used in the rating task. For each photo, a circular
region including the face and hair of one of the individuals,
selected randomly, was manipulated in Photoshop to be either
sharpened or blurred. A sharp target face was rendered in the
native resolution of the photo, with the remainder of the photo
rendered with 0.5, 1.0, or 1.5 pixel units of Gaussian blur (.014,
.028, .042 degrees of visual angle). Blurred target regions were the
opposite, with the target region set at 0.5, 1.0, or 1.5 units of blur
and the background in native resolution. The factors varied in these
photos were side of manipulation (face on the left or right), target
(sharp, blurred), clarity contrast (.5, 1, 1.5 units of Gaussian blur),
and the person (right, left) selected for the memory task (new-old
recognition) or the rating task.

Participants performed the memory and rating tasks in counter-
balanced order within a 1 hr session. In the memory task, they
were given four different sets of six study photos. Each photo was
shown for 7 sec, with a recognition test administered after each set
of six photos. The recognition tests consisted of 12 half-photos,
each depicting only one person, with six of these people having
been seen in the study set (old) and six of these being new. In the
person-rating task, each participant viewed 24 photos (together
depicting 48 different people). Following each 7 sec viewing of a
photo, an oval was displayed on a blank screen overlaying the
position of one of the two people in the previous photo. Four
adjectives were then presented one at a time at the top of the
screen, along with a horizontal line marked 1–6, with the phrase
“not at all” under the 1 and “very” under the 6. The four adjectives
were drawn randomly from a set of 32 words, eight words repre-
senting each of the constructs of attractiveness, intelligence, trust-
worthiness, and extroversion. Participants indicated their rating for
each adjective by pressing a corresponding number key. In the
results that follow, we will present only on the gaze measures
taken during the 7 sec study phase of the memory task and during
the 7 sec study phase of the rating task.

Results

Figure 4 shows the influence of the clarity manipulation on the
three tasks studied in Experiments 1 and 2. Regardless of the task
and type of photo, first fixation latency (Figure 4A) and fixation
frequency (Figure 4B) were biased toward the target region that
was sharp instead of blurred. In comparison to the average of five
fixations made before reaching the sharp target region in Experi-
ment 1, participants in the memory task made only 1.42 fixations
on average before fixating on sharp target, but it took them 1.62

fixations on average to fixate the same regions when they were
blurred. Participants in the rating task showed a similar difference,
taking on average 1.18 fixations before fixating the sharp region
versus 1.40 fixations for the blurred region. These observations
were supported by the following analyses.

The first fixation to a sharp region was significantly sooner than
to a blurred region (photo memory, F(1, 23) � 36.58, p � .001,
MSE � 140,662; person memory, F(1, 29) � 7.05, p � .01,
MSE � 28,994; person rating, F(1, 29) � 11.70, p � .01, MSE �
15,877) and the number of repeat fixations was also greater for
sharp regions (photo memory, F(1, 23) � 42.56, p � .001, MSE �
2.114; person memory, F(1, 29) � 8.28, p � .01, MSE � 2.229;
person rating, F(1, 29) � 4.68, p � .05, MSE � 1.197). Differ-
ences in fixation duration, however, depended on task. Although
fixations were longer in sharp than in blurred regions in the photo
memory task, F(1, 23) � 45.42, p � .001, MSE � 1,742, they
were not significantly different from one another in the memory
task, F(1, 29)�1.0, MSE � 1,515, or the person rating task, F(1,
29) � 2.72, MSE � 2,729.

In addition to these influences of clarity in all three tasks, there
were differences in gaze that reflected the different goals in the
tasks. For example, in comparison to the person memory or rating
tasks (Experiment 2), the average latency of the first fixation to a

Figure 4. Gaze measures in the three different viewing tasks of Experi-
ments 1�2, comparing (A) mean latency of first fixation to the target
region (in milliseconds), and (B) the frequency of discrete fixations made
to each target region during the 7-sec viewing period. Error bars are
plus/minus one standard error of the mean.
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target region was much larger in the photo memory task (Exper-
iment 1), F(2, 81) � 213.73, p � .001, MSE � 51,864, and there
were fewer fixations in the target regions overall, F(2, 81) �
153.04, p � .001, MSE � 3.847. These gaze differences are
consistent with the task requirements in the two experiments.
Although participants in Experiment 2 were instructed to look
directly at the target regions in order to rate or remember specific
individuals, the targets in the memory task of Experiment 1 were
irrelevant to the task.

Discussion

In Experiment 1, the target regions were unrelated to photo
content and participants were simply instructed to remember the
photo. In the present experiment, the target region always included
one of the two faces in each photo, and participants were instructed
to remember or to judge the personality of both of the depicted
individuals. These differences in task goals were reflected in the
patterns of gaze devoted to the target regions. Specifically, partici-
pants were less likely to place fixations in the target regions in
Experiment 1 than in this experiment. However, when they did so,
they were more likely to make repeated fixations, and the average
fixation duration was longer, in sharp than in blurred regions. Partic-
ipants in this experiment were motivated to look sooner and more
often at target regions because they coincided with the faces they were
asked to inspect. Yet, despite these different goals across tasks,
regions of unique clarity in a photo had the same effect in all three
tasks: first fixations to these regions occurred sooner than to the same
regions when blurred, and they were repeated more frequently.

Experiment 3: Is the Clarity Bias Assisted by Active
Avoidance of Blur?

The design of Experiments 1 and 2 involved a comparison of
target regions that were increasingly blurred on a photo that was
otherwise in native resolution (blur target at three clarity contrast
levels), versus target regions that were selectively sharp (native
resolution) in the context of a photo that was increasingly blurred
(sharp target at three clarity contrast levels). This design did not
provide a comparison of gaze to the same level of blur when there
was no unique region (i.e., a photo uniformly at the same level of
clarity). Experiment 3 made this comparison, using the photos and
task of Experiment 1. If the clarity bias simply involves the
attraction of gaze to uniquely sharp photo regions, then there
should be no difference in gaze to target regions that are uniquely
versus uniformly blurred. However, if the clarity bias is assisted by
an active avoidance of blur, then first fixation latencies should be
longer and there should be fewer repeated fixations to target
regions that are uniquely versus uniformly blurred.

Method

Twenty-three volunteers from the same population as Experiment
1 participated (15 females, mean age: 20.2 years). The methods were
identical to Experiment 1, with the exception that each of the photos
was manipulated so that we could analyze gaze with respect to four
target regions, involving two levels of clarity (blur, sharp) combined
with two levels of context (uniform across the photo, a unique target
region). Sharp referred to leaving a photo in its native resolution. Blur

was manipulated at only one level, the medium level of 2 pixel units
of Gaussian blur used in Experiment 1.

Results

Figure 5 shows two gaze measures in Experiment 3. First
fixation latency (Figure 5A) was significantly reduced for the
sharp target region, relative to both the same target region when
the photo was uniformly sharp and when the target region was
blurred. Similarly, the number of repeat fixations (Figure 5B) was
greater for the sharp target region when compared to both the same
target region in a uniform photo and when the target region was
blurred. These findings replicate the main result of Experiments 1
and 2, and extend it to a comparison of photos with uniform clarity
at the same level as the target regions. With regard to the primary
question of this experiment, there was no evidence of gaze avoid-
ance of the blurred target regions. Compared to a photo with
uniform level of blur, a uniquely blurred region in an otherwise
sharper photo did not receive fixations that were slower to arrive
or fewer in frequency. These observations were supported by the
following analyses.

Analysis of first fixation frequency indicated an interaction
between target (blur, sharp) and context (uniform, unique), F(1,

Figure 5. Gaze measures in Experiment 3, comparing (A) mean latency
of first fixation to the target region (in milliseconds), and (B) the frequency
of discrete fixations made to each target region during the 5-sec viewing
period. Error bars are plus/minus one standard error of the mean.
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22) � 8.95, p � .01, MSE � 135,672. Pairwise comparisons using
Fisher’s LSD test indicated only one significant difference: a
unique sharp region attracted the first fixation more rapidly than
the other three conditions, F(1, 22) � 18.82, p � .01. Analysis of
fixation frequency also indicated a target � context interaction
F(1, 22) � 80.17, p � .001, MSE � .221. Fisher’s LSD tests again
indicated a significant difference for the unique sharp region,
which attracted more fixations overall than the other three condi-
tions, F(1, 22) � 206.24, p � .001. The trend for unique blurred
regions, although not significant (.05 � p � .10), was to attract
more fixations than the same region in a uniform photo, which is
contrary to the hypothesis that blurred target regions result in
active gaze avoidance.

Experiment 4: A Bias Toward Blur When Inspecting
Photo Quality

Participants were now asked to ignore the content of the photos
and to search for a target region in each photo that differed from
the background by either increased clarity or increased blur.

Method

The same participants, photos, and eye tracking procedures of
Experiment 1 were used in this experiment. Only the instructions
to participants and the total number of trials differed. After taking
a short break following Experiment 1, participants were informed
that each picture had a target region, either on the right or the left
of the picture, which was slightly more blurred or clear than the
remainder of the photo. The task now was to press a key (z or /)
corresponding to the side of the target region in each picture as rapidly
and accurately as possible. Each participant was tested on a total of
144 trials, drawn from the possible set of 36 different photos � 2 sides
(left, right) � 2 target types (sharp, blur) � 3 clarity contrast levels.
Within each participant, each combination of side � target type �
clarity contrast level appeared equally often, with 12 repetitions of
each experimental condition, meaning there were a total of 24 data
points per participant for each critical target type x clarity contrast
condition in Figure 6. Each participant was tested in four blocks of 36
trials, with a brief rest between blocks.

The instructions included example pictures, in which the exper-
imenter highlighted the two possible target manipulation types
(blur, sharp) and the possible locations of these targets (left, right).
Prior to beginning the visual search task, a standard 9-point eye
tracking calibration was implemented once again if the drift cor-
rection feedback indicated the participant’s eyes were out of range.
No trial-by-trial feedback was given.

Results

Response speed and accuracy in visual search. Both the
accuracy of the manual responses in the search task (Figure 6A),
and the speed of these responses (Figure 6B), showed differential
sensitivity to whether the target region was sharp or blurred and
whether its clarity contrast with the background was minimal or more
extreme. In particular, participants were more accurate and faster to
detect a target defined by blur than one defined by clarity, and they
were more accurate and faster to detect both of these kinds of targets
when they differed most from the background. At the lowest clarity

contrast, the accuracy for detecting sharp targets was only 62%,
indicating that the task was quite difficult when clarity contrast was
low (chance detection level is 50% in this task).

These observations were supported by the following statistical
analyses. Response accuracy (Figure 6A) was significantly greater
for blurred than for sharp targets, F(1, 23) � 26.11, p � .001,
MSE � .012, and it increased with clarity contrast, F(2, 46) �
66.35, p � .001, MSE � .012. The advantage for detecting blurred
over sharp targets was largest when clarity contrast was lowest

Figure 6. Behavioral and gaze measures of visual search in Experiment
4. (A) Mean accuracy of the manual responses to targets, (B) Mean
response time to targets (in milliseconds, ms), and (C) Mean latency of first
fixation to targets (in milliseconds, ms). Error bars are plus/minus one
standard error of the mean.
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(�15%) and decreased as clarity contrast was increased (�5%),
interaction F(2, 46) � 3.83, p � .03, MSE � .012. The speed of
correct responses was also consistent in showing a detection ad-
vantage for blurred targets, F(1, 23) � 16.24, p � .001, MSE �
432,757, and an increase in speed with increasing levels of clarity
contrast, F(2, 46) � 49.38, p � .001, MSE � 2,218,132. These
factors did not interact, F(2, 46) � 1.0, MSE � 402,069.

Eye gaze during visual search. Figure 6C shows the conse-
quences of target clarity and clarity contrast on the first fixation to
the target region during the visual search. Here these factors are
shown to influence eye movement behavior in the same way that
they influence manual responses, albeit in a much shorter time
scale. That is, the first fixation to a blurred target occurs about 75
ms sooner than a first fixation to a sharp target, F(1, 23) � 17.24,
p � .001, MSE � 12,133. By way of comparison, each increment
of clarity contrast reduces the first fixation time by about 55 ms (as
estimated from the linear regression of first fixation over clarity
contrast), F(2, 46) � 55.25, p � .001, MSE � 23,155. These
factors did not interact, F(2, 46) � 1.0, MSE � 14,582.

Although only the first fixation data is shown in Figure 6c, the
other gaze measures showed a pattern consistent with a bias for
blur over clarity. That is, the number of repeated fixations to the
target region prior to the manual response was less for blurred than
for sharp targets, F(1, 23) � 8.03, p � .01, MSE � .411, and less
for targets that were high in clarity contrast, F(2, 46) � 59.22, p �
.001, MSE � .779. The average fixation duration was also longer
for blurred than for sharp targets, F(1, 23) � 4.47, p � .05,
MSE � 620, and longer for high than for low clarity contrast,
F(2, 46) � 15.32, p � .001, MSE � 582.

Discussion

The manual response and gaze measures in the visual search task
showed that when viewers deliberately search a photograph for target
regions defined by clarity or blur, they are more sensitive to blur
(deviations from clarity) than they are to clarity (deviations from
blur). This extends Kosara et al.’s (2002) finding for the visual
discrimination of a single item seen in the fovea, to the search for
these features in photos that extend well beyond the fovea into
peripheral vision. It also sets the stage for considering why the results
for viewing the contents of a photo, as in Experiments 1–3, where
selective clarity draws the eye, are diametrically opposed to the
present results, where gaze was drawn most effectively to blurred
targets. That is, why did we get opposite results when the participant’s
goals shifted from the semantic content to the image quality of the
photos? This is a question we consider in the next section.

General Discussion

This study was motivated by a gap between the conventional
wisdom of artists and existing vision science on the question of how
image clarity influences spatial attention. The only available psycho-
physical data (Kosara et al., 2002) and gaze data (Veas et al., 2011)
derives from an applied interest in harnessing these influences rather
than from trying to understand underlying mechanisms.

Experiments 1�3 documented that gaze in a variety of picture
viewing tasks was guided more strongly by local regions of clarity
than by equivalent regions of blur. That is, when participants
examined photos in order to remember them, in order to remember

specific individual in the photos, or in order to assess the person-
alities of depicted individuals, their gaze moved more rapidly to a
local sharp target region than to a local blurred region. Notably,
their gaze was drawn to regions of clarity, quite early and then
repeatedly, despite these regions being unrelated to the semantic
content in the images in some tasks (Experiments 1 and 3),
regardless of whether the regions contained semantic content that
was of low or high interest in the photos (Experiment 1), and it did
so even when it was the explicit goal of participants to look equally
at regions that were sharp or blurred (Experiment 2).

Yet, in the visual search task of Experiment 4, this pattern of
sensitivity was reversed. Here, the same participants as in Exper-
iment 1 viewed the same set of manipulated photos. Yet, now their
gaze and manual responses were demonstrably more sensitive to
blur (deviations from clarity) than to clarity (deviations from blur).
This implies that sensitivity to image clarity and blur are task
dependent. Specifically, regions of clarity guide the exploration of
photos when the semantic content of a photo is relevant to the
participant’s goals; under these conditions regions of blur are
largely ignored. However, local regions of blur are readily acces-
sible when the participant’s task is focused on the quality of the
photo independent of its semantic content, as in the visual search
task. Under these conditions, subtle deviations from clarity (i.e.,
blur) are more readily detected than are equivalent subtle devia-
tions from blur (i.e., clarity).

Why are Gaze and Image Clarity Linked When
Viewing Photos for Their Content?

The perception of pictures is possible because pictures evoke
many of the same perceptual processes that are evoked by a real
scene. However, picture and natural perception also have impor-
tant differences, including the inherent dual reality of pictures
(Haber, 1980), the reduced dynamic range of pictorial luminance
(Hochberg, 1980), and the fixed image resolution of pictures,
which differs from natural perception where image resolution
changes dynamically with every eye movement.

In natural perception there is a tight coupling between image
clarity and the viewer’s spatial attention. One reason is lens ac-
commodation, which causes image clarity to be correlated with
image acuity. Objects at depth planes other than ones currently
being accommodated are seen with lower resolution (Campbell et
al., 1958; Fisher & Ciuffreda, 1988), making image clarity coin-
cidental with the objects at the spatial center of attention. A second
reason is vergence, or the angular relation between the two eyes.
Objects at the point of convergence will be represented with
clearer images than objects not at that point, making image clarity
again coincidental with objects that are currently attended. A third
reason lies in foveal vision. Only those portions of a scene that are
registered on the fovea are signaled with high resolution; objects in
the periphery are less clear.

These visual mechanisms all conspire during natural perception
to have the viewer’s interest coincide with image clarity. Picture
viewing, by comparison, offers the opportunity for the normal
direction of causality in this relationship to be reversed. By ren-
dering some regions of a picture in greater detail, the photographer
or artist implicitly invites the viewer to interpret the gaze-clarity
correlations that occur using the default assumptions of natural
perception. Of course, this high-jacking of the natural clarity-
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attention relation in picture viewing is not immutable. Viewers can
deliberately choose to gaze directly at the blurrier regions and to
avoid the sharper regions, but the tendency to revert to the over-
learned coupling of clarity and attention in natural vision allows
pictures to be used as implicit communication devices, signaling
viewers where they “ought” to look, from the perspective of the
camera or the artist who created the picture.

How Might a Task-Dependent Reversal in the Salience
of Blur and Clarity Come About?

One approach to this question could begin by noting that the
clarity-blur distinction concerns differences in the spatial fre-
quency content of an image. Photographic blur is akin to high-
spatial frequency attenuation or low-pass spatial frequency filter-
ing (Watson & Ahumada, 2011). As such, an image with a local
region of blur is one in which the background consists of broad-
band spatial frequencies and the target consists of a restricted set
(the highest frequencies are missing). Conversely, a local region of
clarity means that the highest spatial frequencies are uniquely
present in only one region.

From this perspective, one question prompted by the present
results is why broadband target regions are more salient than
low-pass filtered regions when the task is to examine the contents
of a photo? And conversely, why are the low-pass filtered regions
more salient than the broadband target regions when the task is to
detect these regions as targets? A speculative answer may lie in the
many models of spatial frequency analyses for human vision that
propose channel interactions that are specifically tuned to different
spatial frequencies (Breitmeyer & Ganz, 1976; Cannon & Fullen-
kamp, 1991; Legge & Foley, 1980; Polat & Sagi, 1993). These
models have been used to account for a wide variety of visual
phenomena such as forward and backward visual masking, simul-
taneous interference effects, and motion and shape interactions.

The present data suggest that interchannel interactions may vary
dynamically, depending on the goals of the viewer. When viewers
are considering a photo for its semantic content, high spatial
frequencies are prioritized over equivalent regions with attenuated
high spatial frequency content. This is consistent with the well-
known distinction between P-stream (parvocellular) and M-stream
(magnocellular) visual pathways (Lennie, 1980; Milner &
Goodale, 1995; Norman, 2002; Ungerleider & Mishkin, 1982),
which are specialized for fine details of shape, color, and surface
properties in the case of the P-stream, and motion, coarse shape
characteristics, and depth for the M-stream. Task-irrelevant image
characteristics, such as subtle variations in clarity and blur, are of
much less concern to participants with these goals. In attending to
photo content, which biases attention to high spatial frequencies,
features of photo quality that are consistent with this task (i.e.,
regions of clarity) may become an implicit guide to attention.

In a visual search task, where attention is focused on image
quality, image content becomes task irrelevant. Now the task can
be construed as a race between local image signals with fewer high
spatial frequencies than the background (blur) and those with more
high spatial frequencies (clarity). Here the race is won by signals
involving fewer high spatial frequencies. There are at least two
possible reasons for this. A first concerns the speed with which
low-spatial frequencies can be transmitted. Because the M-stream
transmits information considerably faster than the P-stream (Len-

nie, 1980), it may be easier to configure the channels to detect a
target based on exclusively M-stream signals (blur) than it is to
configure the channels to detect a target based on both P-stream
and M-stream signals (clarity). Alternatively, the nature of inter-
channel interaction may not be symmetric, such that low channels
exert more inhibition on high channels than the reverse, thereby
rendering sharp targets more effectively masked by blurred sur-
roundings than blurred targets are by sharp surroundings. This is
consistent with previous research on simultaneous masking by
spatial frequency gratings (Breitmeyer & Ganz, 1976; Cannon &
Fullenkamp, 1991; Legge & Foley, 1980; Polat & Sagi, 1993), but
determining whether these models generalize to blur detection in
photographs will require more research.

Implications for Theories of Salience

Our analyses indicate that the dominant model of visual salience
for research on scene perception (Itti, 2007; Itti & Koch, 2000;
Walther & Koch, 2006) is insensitive to the variations in photo-
graphic clarity and blur we used in this study, as described in the
results of Experiment 1. A first step in accommodating these
results would be to make the visual salience model much more
sensitive to fine-grain differences in spatial frequency content than
it is at present. However, simply boosting the sensitivity of the
model to finer levels of resolution would still not solve the fun-
damental problem posed by the present results. The problem is that
image salience, as indexed by human observers, can be dramati-
cally altered—even reversed—by simply changing the viewer’s
goal. In this study, despite the consistency in the visual input (i.e.,
the same photos were used in both tasks), gaze was biased more
strongly by clarity in one type of task and by blur in another. This
finding emphasizes, along with other recent research (Birming-
ham, Bischof, & Kingstone, 2009; Foulsham, Alan, & Kingstone,
2011) that theories with the goal of explaining image salience must
do more than attempt to predict covert and overt attention based on
the statistics of an image. A more dynamic model is required that
takes observer goals into account.
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